“Compact Design,
Powerful Results”
Portable Protection

Biomist

®

Micro Sanitizing
System

The Biomist Micro System is a perfect way to sanitize
hard-to-reach areas. It can either be pulled by hand
or worn backpack-style to allow you room to
maneuver. No laborious hand pumping, electricity
or batteries are required for operation. Just point
and spray! The solution self-dries rapidly so no
wiping, rinsing or residual cleanup is necessary.
Thorough, Effortless Coverage
Biomist Sanitizing Systems spray at a constant
pressure for precise application, a major advantage
over conventional sprayers. Constant pressure
generates the atomization of Biomist Formula D2
for even coverage; only the minimally effective
amount of sanitizer is used to get the job done.
Savings are achieved through reduced time, labor
and chemical consumption.
Fast and Effective

Protect your Brand and your Business

Biomist Formula D2 is non-corrosive and safe for
use on electronics, metals, and food contact surfaces.
Equipment is thoroughly sanitized in seconds without
risking damage to sensitive electrical components and
wiring. Downtime from water and chemical damage
is greatly reduced.

Emerging regulations place greater accountability
on companies to protect the public, as uncontrolled
pathogens cost billions of dollars and tens of
thousands of lives per year. Current sanitizing
practices are costly, time-consuming, often ineffective,
and sometimes dangerous. Biomist strengthens
sanitation programs and helps you maintain a cleaner
and safer environment. Use Biomist proactively to
guard your reputation and minimize the risk
associated with recalls and negative media.

Biomist saves time and eliminates the risk of
cross-contamination from wiping. Equipment and
portable items that carry pathogens from one point to
another can be sanitized quickly and efficiently.

Affordable Assurance
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Saving Money, Saving Lives.

It is well known that bacteria and viruses can survive
on surfaces for extended periods of time and Biomist
is the fastest sanitizing method available. It provides
the best of both worlds: Biomist is more effective
and less expensive to use than all previous sanitizing
methods while being safe for employees, equipment
and the environment.

Saving Money.
Saving Lives.
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